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Abstract 
The study aims at identifying and analyzing the problem of 

traffic jams, at the intersection (crossroad) of Al Shengatei 

market, and its   consequences, in order to find a solution 

for this dilemma. The researcher were adopted the 

analytical descriptive approach, then the study showed a 

clear findings, and diagnosed the problems, and then came 

out with some recommendations and suggestions.  

Keywords: Traffic Jams, Al Shengatei Market, 

Crossroad. 

Introduction 

The rapidly growing of population and the extended 

horizontal expansion, cast its shadows over the 

problem of traffic congestion (jams) at the 

streets/roads of the town, and caused a social, 

environmentalproblems, in addition to material 

losses, whichaffects hinders the development and 

prosperity of the towns.  

 

The problem of this study lies in a various 

activity of trade, business, buildings (residential – 

Commercial – Services) are concentrated in this 

street, so this led in increasing of street users, such as 

pedestrians, cars/vehicles, motorcycles, buses, vans 

etc.  (See map No (1). 

 

Map No. 1: Clarify the Contour Map of the Area 

of the Study (Source: The Researcher) 

Methodology of Research 

The study is adopted the analytical descriptive 

approach, and sustained by data and information of 

field surveying, and records of the cars number, 

personal interview with concerned parties, in addition 

with some references documents, and relevant 

scientific papers, and some computer programs, such 

as (AutoCAD – GIS – Google Earth- Google Map).  
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Conclusions 

After studying and analyzing of the traffic in area of 

study, Following are the main Conclusions: 

 

(1) Traffic Tracks in Area of Study Streets 

 
(1-1) Al Shengatei street is functionally classified as 

a main street, road,  with width of 40 m. consists of 4 

tracks, as two tracks for going direction, the other 

twotracks for the coming direction, without any 

island in the middle, the width of tarmac (asphalted) 

part is 20 m. . (See map No (2).) 

(1-2) The gathering street (Mabrooka), which going 

towards the west of districts, from the west direction, 

consists of two round trip tracks, with width of 20 m. 

and the weight of the tarmac (asphalted) part is 10 m. 

(See map No (2).) 

(1-3) the sub-street from eastern direction is non-

asphalted. . (See map No (2).) 

 

 

Map No. 2: An Aerial Spot of Al Shengatei 

Intersection (Source: The Researcher) 

(2) The Problems in the Cross of Al Shengatei 

Market 

 
(2-1) Non-adequacy of street capacity, especially in 

the rush (peak) hours. 

(2-2) the randomly parking of (parking of taxi, buss, 

cars, vans), the both directions of the street is being 

exploited and used by peddlers and street vendors. 

(See figure No.4). 

(2-3) Lack of planning and regulating the side 

parking, services tracks for people. (See the figure 

No.3). 

(2-4) Low awareness of traffic rules and regulation 

by street users. 

(2-5) The absence of traffic signals, to organize the 

traffic motion at the intersection, which created the 

problem of over crowdedness. 

(2-6) the large numbers of street of public transport 

lines in the targeted area, which represented 40-45% 

of whole traffic motion. 

 

Figure 3: The problems at the Targeted Area 

(Source: The Researcher) 

 

Figure 4: The infringement/encroachment on the 

Targeted Street (Source: The Researcher) 

Analysis of Information 

1- In addition to the non-adequacy of absorptive 

capacity of the street, we also find that it being 

exploited as randomly parking for the bus 

drivers, taxi, and small cars, also by the peddlers 

and the street vendors, who selling  their goods, 

and commodities inside the street.  

2- The area isconsidered as pivotal and 

transformational point for people whom coming 

from the west direction, as to get another means 
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of transports to other area, and witnessed a heavy 

pedestrian traffic.  

3- The morning rush hours starts at 8-10 a.m. of 

going direction.  

4-  The evening rush hours starts at 6-8 p.m. of 

coming direction.  

5-  During the time of rush (peak) hours, occurring 

an infringement in the opposite track, where in 

the morning period, the tracks changed to three 

exit and coming tracks, and vice versa in evening 

period. 

6- With respect to the remain of day hours, it 

witnessed a smoothly traffic motion, and void of 

any traffic jam.  

Solutions and Recommendations 

It is clearly, there are narrow over crowdedness 

problems at the peak (rush) hours, and after extensive 

and thoroughly study, we find the solution lies in the 

following:  

1- Remove the randomly goods selling point from 

either side of the mentioned street, by making a 

iron barrier, with height of 1,80 m. as to 

separate between the business activities at the 

side of the street, to ensure non – encroachment 

on the street/road. 

2- Making a temporary part parking for buses in 

the coming and going direction, as to ensure the 

randomly stopping in the street.  

3- Make traffic signals in the intersection 

(crossroad) between the main street (Al 

Shengatei), and the asphalted gathering street, 

coming from Al Emtidad Street. 

4- To re-design the shape of the street, as to absorb 

a big numbers of cars/vehicle, buses etc. and 

making an island in the middle (as to separate 

the tracks in two directions), to ensure non-

infringement of tracks at the opposite direction. 

5-  The sides of the street should be tarmac 

(asphalted) for the motion of the   (side 

walkers).  

6- Providing the allocated and necessary funds, to 

finalize the solutions of this problem.  

7- To support and sustain the similar studies in this 

field, and in the whole network of transports.  

8- Activate and actualize the governing of traffic 

law and regulations on the streets and roads. 

9- To consider seriously the streets/roads 

maintenance and rehabilitation.  

To spread and disseminate the culture of traffic for 

the users of the streets.  

 

Figure 5: Clarify the Treatment and Remedying 

in the Area of the Study (Source: The Researcher) 

 

Figure 6: Clarify the Suggested Solution of the 

Targeted Area (Source: The Researcher) 

 

Figure 7: The Sub Street Asphalting in the Area of 

the Study (Source: The Researcher) 
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Figure 8:  Clarify the Pedestrian’s Tracks in the 

Area of the Study (Source: The Researcher) 
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